
16 Connecting people and place
16.1  Overview
Numerous videos and interactivities are embedded just where you need them, at the point of learning, in your 
learnON title at www.jacplus.com.au. They will help you to learn the content and concepts covered in this topic.

16.1.1 Introduction
For Australians in the 1950s and 1960s, overseas travel was an exotic, time-consuming and expensive 
adventure that for many was simply beyond their reach. Fast forward to 2020 and nearly 60 per cent of the 
Australian population owns a passport. Whether at home or abroad, travel is an important part of modern life.

The World Tourism Organization estimates that by 2030, five million people will travel each day. Where will 
these people go and what will influence their choices? What impact will these choices have on the places they 
visit? Spending time in a new location helps us to feel that we know and understand the place, people and 
culture, but what kinds of other connections do travelling and tourism create?

Can a simple relaxing holiday really create jobs, support an economy or affect the environment?

Resources

eWorkbook Customisable worksheets for this topic (ewbk-5887)

Video eLesson Moving around (eles-1723)

FIGURE 1  People move to and from different places for many reasons
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16.2  The importance of tourism

16.2.1 Defining tourism
The World Tourism Organization defines tourism as the temporary movement of people away from the places 
where they normally work and live. This movement can be for business, leisure or cultural purposes (see 
FIGURE 1), and it involves a stay of more than 24 hours but less than one year.

16.2.2 Types of tourist
People travelling for leisure have different interests, reasons for travel and preferred ways of approaching the 
travel experience. FIGURE 2 identifies some of the key characteristics of different types of tourist and how they 
like to travel, and FIGURE 3 illustrates the location of some of the different types of popular tourist destinations.

LEARNING INTENTION

By the end of this subtopic, you will be able to define what is meant by tourism and explain factors that shape the 
growth and changing trends in tourism.

Business and
professional 14%

Visiting friends
and relatives, health,

religion, other
27%

Leisure, recreation
and holidays 53%

Not speci�ed 6%

FIGURE 1  Purpose of people’s travel, 2017

Source: World Tourism Organization (2018), UNWTO Tourism Highlights, 2018 Edition, 
UNWTO, Madrid, pp. 3 and 8, DOI: https://doi.org/10.18111/9789284419876.

The explorer The drifter

 • Arranges their own trip

 • May go off the beaten track 
but still wants comfortable 
accommodation

 • Is motivated to associate with 
local communities and may try to 
speak the local language

 • Identifies with local community 
and may live and work within it

 • Shuns contact with tourists and 
tourist hotspots

 • Takes risks in seeking out new 
experiences, cultures and places

FIGURE 2  Four kinds of tourist

Organised mass tourist Individual mass tourist

 • Least adventurous

 • Purchases a package with a fixed itinerary

 • Does not venture from the hotel complex alone; is 
divorced from the local community

 • Makes few decisions about the holiday

 • Similar to the organised mass tourist and generally 
purchases a package

 • Maintains some control over their itinerary

 • Uses accommodation as a base and may take side 
tours or hire a car
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Trends in tourism: medical procedures
Medical tourism involves people travelling to overseas destinations for medical care and procedures. The low 
cost of travel, advances in technology and lengthy waiting lists caused by the increased demand for elective 
surgery are turning medical tourism into a multi-billion-dollar industry. In 2017, the global medical tourism 
market was valued at almost $54 billion, with this figure expected to rise to more than $140 billion by 2025.

While people once travelled overseas only for cosmetic procedures such as facelifts and ‘tummy tucks’, the 
range of services offered has expanded dramatically over recent years to include fertility treatments, complex 
heart surgery, and orthopaedic procedures, such as knee and hip replacements.

Countries all over the world are attracting 
patients for a variety of reasons. In some 
instances, it is the high standard of medical 
care or the outstanding reputation of a 
particular facility that attracts people, while 
for others it is the savings to be made 
and the opportunity to include a holiday 
and luxury accommodation as part of the 
package.

Asia is the market leader in the medical 
tourism industry, with Thailand and India 
vying for the number one spot. FIGURE 4 
illustrates the savings to be made by having 
selected medical procedures carried out in 
Asia rather than in Australia. Thailand is 
slightly more expensive, but offers a better 
tourist experience and has a wider range 
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FIGURE 4  Cost savings that can be made by having medical 
treatment in Asia versus Australia

Source: Adapted from Cosmetic Surgeon India and Rowena Ryan/News.
com.au
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FIGURE 3  Types of tourist destinations
int-5584
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of services available. India, on the other hand, is inexpensive and boasts state-of-the-art facilities staffed by 
Western medical staff, predominantly from the United States. FIGURE 5 shows the savings when a variety of 
procedures are undertaken in Malaysia compared to the United States, Thailand or Singapore. With medical 
tourism expected to add millions to Asian economies per year, it is not surprising that there has been a 
dramatic increase in the number of facilities to deliver these services.

16.2.3 The economic importance of tourism
Tourism is one of the world’s largest industries and, 
as such, an important component in world economies. 
One in ten jobs worldwide is linked either directly or 
indirectly to the tourism industry, and in 2017 tourists 
added US$7 trillion to the global economy. FIGURE 6 
shows the top ten tourism earners for 2017.

Globally, about 10 per cent of gross domestic product 
(GDP) is directly linked to the tourism industry; for 
many developing countries it is the primary source of 
income. Even when global economies are experiencing 
a downturn, people still travel. After natural disasters, 
countries rely on the return of the tourist dollar to help 
stimulate their economies.

One significant exception to the general rule that 
people travel even during a downturn is when travel is 
restricted because of passenger safety. Such was the 
case during 2020, during the COVID-19 pandemic, 
when most travel within, to and from Australia 
was prevented. This had significant impacts on the 
Australian tourist industry, and on many countries like 
Australia who rely on tourists for a large proportion of 
their income.

In June 2020, the Australian Bureau of Statistics estimated that the number 
of overseas travellers arriving in Australian in April 2020 represented 
a 98.8 per cent decrease from the same month in 2019. This included 
an estimated 99.5 per cent decrease in arrivals from China, 99 per cent 
decrease from the UK and 98.5 per cent decrease from New Zealand. 
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FIGURE 5  Cost savings that can be made by having medical procedures carried out in Malaysia versus the 
United States, Thailand and Singapore

Source: Adapted from: Cosmetic Surgeon India and Rowena Ryan/News.com.au

gross domestic product    (GDP) the value of 
all the goods and services produced within 
a country in a given period of time (usually 
a year). It is often used as an indicator of a 
country’s wealth.
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FIGURE 6  Tourism earnings, 2017

Source: World Tourism Organization (2018), UNWTO Tourism 
Highlights, 2018 Edition, UNWTO, Madrid, pp. 3 and 8, 
DOI: https://doi.org/10.18111/9789284419876.
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16.2 ACTIVITIES

 1. What type of tourist are you? Make a sketch of yourself, 
similar to the one shown here. Annotate your cartoon to 
describe yourself as a tourist, using information in this 
subtopic to help you. Include information about your ideal 
holiday and explain why you appear as you do in your 
cartoon.
 HASS skills: Analysing 
 General capability: Personal and social capability

 2. Using your atlas as a primary source of information, select 
three places from different categories shown in FIGURE 3 
that you might like to visit.

 a. Calculate the distance between them.
 b. Explain how you would travel to each place.
 c. Explain what you might expect to see and do in each 

place.
 d. Work out how long it might take to visit each place.
 e. Describe each location using geographical concepts 

such as latitude and longitude, direction and scale.
 f. Explain why you have chosen each place.

 Geography concept: Place

16.2 EXERCISE

To answer questions online and to receive immediate feedback and sample responses for every question, go 
to your learnON title at www.jacplus.com.au.

Check your understanding

 1. What is a tourist?
 2. What are the two most common purposes of people’s travel?
 3. Answer the following.
 a. What are the four different types of tourist?
 b. Describe the key characteristics of two tourist types.

Learning pathways

LEVEL 1
Questions 
1, 2, 6

LEVEL 2
Questions 
3, 4, 7, 8

LEVEL 3
Questions 
5, 9, 10

(Refer to the ABS — Covid-19 statistical insights weblink in your Resources tab for more data.) The 
COVID-19 shutdown is an interesting case study to examine in terms of what it demonstrates about the 
impacts of tourism. You will return to this case study throughout this topic, but you will also examine the 
typical patterns and trends in travel prior to the pandemic.

Resources

Interactivity Types of tourist destinations (int-5584)

Weblink ABS — Covid-19 statistical insights
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16.3  Global tourism

16.3.1 Who is travelling?
Over time, travel has become faster, easier, cheaper and safer. Economic growth in many parts of the world 
has ensured that more people can afford to travel. Annual leave entitlements also provide people with time to 
travel. For example, in addition to the four 
weeks annual leave that is a standard condition 
for full-time employees in Australia, many 
Australians accumulate long-service leave, 
which is often spent on an extended overseas 
trip. More young people are also spending 
time seeing the world during a ‘gap year’ after 
finishing school or university.

Many young travellers see backpacking as the 
optimum way to travel. Generally this group:

 • is on a tight budget
 • wants to mix with other young travellers 

and local communities
 • has a flexible itinerary
 • seeks adventure
 • is prepared to work while on holiday to 

extend their stay.

 4. What is the main reason for people travelling to Asia for medical procedures?
 5. Which country had the highest tourism earnings for 2017?

Apply your understanding

 6. Is a person who flies interstate to watch their football team a tourist? Explain.
 7. Tourism contributes both directly and indirectly to the creation of jobs. Using examples, explain the 

difference between direct and indirect contributions.
 8. Explain the term gross domestic product (GDP) and why tourism is an important component of GDP.
 9. Suggest a reason for the growth in medical tourism.
 10. Tourism expenditure increased by 93 per cent between the years 2000 and 2010, from $475 billion to  

$918 billion.
 a. Using these figures and those stated in section 16.2.3 as a guide, predict how many years you think it might 

take for Australia's tourism industry to get back to the same levels as before the COVID-19 pandemic.
 b. Explain how you came to this conclusion, and outline the different factors that will influence how quickly the 

industry will recover.

For sample responses to every question, go to www.jacplus.com.au.

LEARNING INTENTION

By the end of this subtopic, you will be able to identify and explain global tourism trends and identify and explain 
factors shaping the future of tourism.

FIGURE 1  Backpackers tend to travel further and stay 
longer than other tourists.
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At the other end of the scale, there has also been a dramatic growth in mature-aged tourist movements, 
such as ‘grey nomads’ who spend their retirement on the road, living in a caravan or campervan. The 
number of older people in developed countries is growing. Some of these travellers have savings, access to 
superannuation funds, and the opportunity to retire early; thus, they have both the time and the money to travel.

16.3.2 Where do people go?
As each tourist enters or leaves a country, they are counted by that country’s customs and immigration 
officials. This data is collected by the World Tourism Organization, and the results can be shown spatially. 
FIGURE 2 shows the ten most popular tourist destination countries for 2017.

Where do people stay?
Today, in addition to traditional accommodation such as hotels and backpacker hostels, tourists have a wide 
range of accommodation options, and their preferences will vary depending on a multitude of personal and 
economic factors. The rise of operators such as Airbnb means people can now choose to stay independently 
in an apartment or house, or perhaps in a guest room within someone else’s own home. Staying with locals 
in their homes in cities, towns and villages across the globe provides an opportunity to experience the local 
culture in a more ‘up close and personal’ way. For many however, an 
established resort or hotel remains the preferred choice of accommodation.

When travelling overseas, most tourists give little thought to who owns 
the hotel or resort in which they are staying. TABLE 1 lists the locations 
of various hotel chain headquarters, and shows that the corporate owners 
of many hotels are based in a country that is often not the one a tourist is 
visiting.
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FIGURE 2  World’s top ten tourist destinations, 2017

Source: Data from World Tourism Organization (UNWTO). Map drawn by Spatial Vision.

mature-aged    describes individuals aged 
over 55

developed    describes countries with a highly 
developed industrial sector, a high standard 
of living, and a large proportion of people 
living in urban areas

int-7930
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16.3.3 Who spends the most?
FIGURE 2 shows the countries that attract the most tourists, but 
which countries do these tourists come from, and how much do 
they spend? FIGURE 3 shows the top ten countries in terms of the 
money they spend on international tourism, and offers an idea 
of the huge input into the economies of destination countries 
that the tourist dollar provides.

16.3.4 The growing future of tourism
Until 2020, levels of global tourism increased year after year. 
Advances in transport technology reduced travel times and cost, 
making travel increasingly accessible to more and more people.

 • Commercial airlines fly from Australia to Europe in about  
20 hours from the east coast, or under 17 hours flying 
nonstop from Perth. A similar journey by boat in the late 
1940s took six weeks or more.

 • Cut-price deals and an increased number of operators 
competing for the tourist dollar means that travel becomes 
more affordable.

 • Improvements in transport and technology increased 
awareness and knowledge of the world and sparked 
people’s desire to see new places and experience different 
cultures.

 • In general, the travelling public has more leisure time 
and more disposable income, making both domestic and 
international travel viable.

FIGURE 4 shows the growth in tourist numbers from 1995 to 2017 and the projected growth through to 2050 — 
as predicted before the COVID-19 pandemic.

TABLE 1  World’s top ten hotel groups 2018

Company Headquarters (country) Total hotels Number of countries

Wyndham Hotels & Resorts USA 8092 66

Choice Hotels International USA 6429 35

Marriott International USA 5974 127

InterContinental Hotels Group UK 5070 100

Hilton Worldwide USA 4727 104

Accor Hotels France 4200 100

Best Western Hotels USA 4196 100

Jin Jiang International China 3090 67

Home Inns China 3000 1

Motel 6 USA 1330 2
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The evolving tourist
Improved living standards, increased leisure time and greater disposable incomes have all created opportunities 
for people to travel and experience new places and cultures. These factors are also shaping the tourist of the 
future (see FIGURE 5). Established and emerging tourist destinations will need to ensure that they meet the 
evolving needs of the tourist market, in order to continue to attract and benefit from the tourist dollar.

Mid-2020 predictions about the impact of the 
pandemic on long-term tourism forecasts from 
the United Nations World Tourism Organization 
suggested that global tourism will see somewhere 
between a 60 and 80 per cent downturn in 2020 
from 2019 figures. This could potentially translate 
into the loss or downgrading of up to 120 million 
jobs worldwide, at least in the short term while 
the industry recovers and travel bans are lifted. 
Within Australia, domestic travel resumed much 
earlier than international travel, but the industry 
still suffered significant losses from the almost 
immediate and complete shutdown of the industry.

Growth areas for tourism
Predictions suggest that Africa and the Asia–
Pacific region will be particular growth areas, 
attracting more and more tourists in the years  
to come.

In Africa, for instance, countries such as Kenya 
and Tanzania offer a different type of tourist 
experience.
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FIGURE 5  Characteristics of the future tourist
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Kenya offers:
 • relative safety
 • beaches and a tropical climate
 • safari parks and encounters with lions and elephants
 • a unique cultural experience with the Masai people.

The influx of tourists to Kenya has led to the establishment of national parks to protect endangered wildlife 
and promote this aspect of the tourism experience. Money flowing into the region can be put towards projects 
such as improved water quality and infrastructure such as water pipes, roads and airports.

The true challenge for the future, however, is to ensure that:
 • money remains in the local economy rather than in the hands of developers, and is used to improve local 

services, not just tourist services
 • the need of indigenous communities to farm the land is balanced with 

tourist development
 • tourist numbers are controlled, to ensure that the environment is not 

damaged.

Such challenges, of course, are not unique to Kenya. Wherever in the world 
there is an increase in tourist numbers, there is a need for a sustainable 
approach, to ensure that the economic benefits of tourism do not come at the 
cost of a region’s people and environment.

Resources

Interactivity Country of origin for tourists visiting Australia and destinations for Australian tourists (int-7930)

Weblink United Nations World Tourism Organization

Google Earth Kenya

Masai    an ethnic group of semi-nomadic 
people living in Kenya and Tanzania

national parks    parks or reserves set aside 
for conservation purposes

infrastructure    the facilities, services 
and installations needed for a society 
to function, such as transportation and 
communications systems, water pipes and 
power lines

DISCUSSION

Do you think the COVID-19 pandemic will have a significant impact on how and where tourists travel in the 
future? Discuss the possibilities for the industry in 2 years, 10 years and 20 years. What trends do you predict? 
How will tourist behaviour change — if at all?  HASS skills: Evaluating 
 General capability: Personal and social capability

16.3 ACTIVITIES

 1. a. On a blank outline map of the world, locate and label the capital cities of each of the top ten tourist 
destinations.

 b. Plot a trip from your nearest capital city (this might be Perth, or you might be closer to Darwin or Adelaide) to 
all ten of these places, covering the shortest possible distance, and returning to the capital city. Use the scale 
on the map to estimate the distance travelled.

 c. Calculate the time it might take to complete this journey.  Geography concept: Scale 
  General capability: Numeracy

Deepen your understanding of this topic with related case studies and questions.
 • Investigate additional topics > Tourism > World tourism

Explore more with
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16.3 EXERCISE

To answer questions online and to receive immediate feedback and sample responses for every question, go 
to your learnON title at www.jacplus.com.au.

Check your understanding

 1. Based on your understanding of tourist spending and destinations, answer the following.
 a. On which three continents are the top 10 tourist destinations located?
 b. Describe the interconnection between destinations and tourism spending.

 2. What differences in travel needs are there between a mature-aged tourist and a backpacker? Create a Venn 
diagram to show the similarities and differences in the needs of these two groups of tourists.

 3. Select four reasons tourism is more accessible to the broader community than it was 100 years ago.
 A. People have more leisure time
 B. People have less disposable income
 C. Shorter travel times
 D. Longer travel times
 E. Travel costs have increased
 F. Travel costs have decreased
 G. Larger variety of package deals available
 H. Less awareness about the world

 4. What is the purpose of a National Park?
 5. Consider the data predicting tourist numbers shown in FIGURE 4.
 a. How many international tourists were predicted to be travelling in 2020?
 b. If there was a decline of 80 per cent in this number, how many tourists travelled internationally in 2020?
 c. Suggest and explain a strategy that would have helped the Australian tourist industry recover.

Learning pathways

LEVEL 1
Questions 
1, 3, 7, 9

LEVEL 2
Questions 
2, 4, 6, 8

LEVEL 3
Questions 
5, 10

 2. The three main types of tourist attraction are natural, cultural and event attractions. Use a dictionary to 
help you write your own definition of each term. For each of the countries shown in FIGURE 2, try to find an 
example of each type of attraction. Use the FIGURE 3 map in subtopic 16.2 to help you. 
 HASS skills: Questioning and researching 
  General capability: Literacy

 3. Access the United Nations World Tourism Organization weblink in your Resources tab.
 a. Examine their reports into global responses to the COVID-19 pandemic and the International Tourism 

Dashboard. Choose or allocate a specific country for each member of the class to collect data about your 
country from the site. Create an annotated visual display that shows the impact of COVID-19 on your country. 
 HASS skills: Questioning and researching, Communicating and reflecting 
 Geography concept: Change 
 General capability: Numeracy

 b. As a class, discuss the different ways that you have discovered the pandemic affected tourism and, by 
association, the wider economy. Compare the affects on a local scale, national scale and for major regions 
identified in the UNWTO data: Europe, Asia and the Pacific, the Americas, Africa and the Middle East. 
  HASS skills: Analysing 
  Geography concept: Interconnection
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16.4  Australian tourism

16.4.1 Australian travel trends
In 2018, 11 million Australians travelled abroad, almost 7 per cent more than in 2017. Of these, some  
1.4 million people travelled to New Zealand, making it our most popular tourist destination.

The buying power of the Australian dollar compared to other currencies means that a wide range of 
international destinations are more affordable than holidaying at home. Competition between airlines, choice 
of flights and package deals that include combinations of flights, accommodation, tours and meals are largely 
fuelling the international travel market. The option of children staying for free also makes overseas travel more 
attractive for families. While over a million people elect to holiday in Australia, for many their tourism dollar 
has greater buying power in destinations such as Indonesia and Thailand, where the cost of living is much 
lower than it is at home.

The opportunity to live and work overseas has also seen an increase in the number of people under 30 
travelling abroad. The under-30s working visa has ensured that foreign travel is both appealing and affordable 
for this age group. This visa, which is available in more than 35 countries around the world, allows people 
aged between 18 and 30 to live and work in a country for up to 12 months. At any one time about one million 
Australians are living and working overseas.

While the most popular tourist destination for Australians travelling abroad is New Zealand, the fastest 
expanding markets for Australian travellers are Indonesia and Japan.

Apply your understanding

 6. Consider FIGURE 4, which shows predicted growth in world tourism.
 a. Review and recreate this graph to show the 2020 decline in tourist numbers and predict the rate at which the 

industry will recover.
 b. Explain the reasons for your predictions in part a., identifying two factors that you think will have the greatest 

impact on your predictions.
 7. With rapid growth in tourism, there is a need to ensure sustainability.
 a. Explain what you understand by the term sustainable tourism.
 b. Describe an example of tourism that would be considered sustainable.
 c. Describe an example of tourism that would not be considered sustainable. Suggest what changes might be 

needed to make it sustainable.
 8. Asia and Africa are future growth areas for tourism; they are also home to many of the world's developing 

nations. Study TABLE 1, which shows hotel ownership. What impact might this ownership have on the 
countries in which these hotel chains are located?

 9. Consider the characteristics of the future tourist, shown in FIGURE 5. Suggest ways in which each of these 
characteristics might impact on the tourism choices they make. Which places and experiences might be 
more attractive to this traveller? Which might be less appealing?

 10. Tourists should be able to go where they like and do what they like without any restrictions. 
 a. Provide an argument both for and against this statement.
 b. Would your response to this statement have been different if the COVID-19 pandemic had not occurred? 

Explain why or why not.

For sample responses to every question, go to www.jacplus.com.au.

LEARNING INTENTION

By the end of this subtopic, you will be able to explain the importance of the tourism industry to Australia and 
suggest reasons for the growth in the Australian tourism industry.
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16.4.2 Visitors to Australia
In 2018, 9.1 million tourists came to Australia at a rate of around 1000 per hour. They spent 274 million nights 
in the country and added $43.9 billion to the Australian economy. The states most visited by international 
tourists in 2018 were New South Wales, Queensland and Victoria. The trend prior to 2020 showed that visitor 
numbers to Western Australia were rising, with a 3.3 per cent increase in 2019. There were 995 700 visitors to 
the state; of those, 536 400 visited for a holiday (rather than for business or visiting family). This represented 
a 10.1 per cent increase from 2018. This injected approximately $2.3 billion into the Western Australian 
economy. In Australia, almost 826 000 jobs can be attributed either directly or indirectly to the tourism 
industry, representing around 8 per cent of the 
workforce.

As FIGURE 1 shows, there are various reasons that 
people visit Australia, the most popular being 
simply to holiday. FIGURE 2 shows the countries of 
origin of those who visit, and also shows where 
in the world Australians are travelling on their 
overseas journeys.

Australia is a land of contrasts, having a wide 
variety of both human and natural environments. 
The most popular tourist destinations are shown  
in FIGURE 3.

Education 6%
Employment 3%

Other 7%

Holiday
44%

Visit friends/
relatives 25%

Business
15%

FIGURE 1  Reasons for visiting Australia, 2018

FIGURE 2  Country of origin for tourists visiting Australia, and destinations for Australian tourists
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FIGURE 3  Australia’s most popular tourist destinations

Deepen your understanding of this topic with related case studies and questions.
 • Investigate additional topics > Tourism > Tourism in Australia

Explore more with

Resources

Weblink Tourism WA Visitor Statistics 

Interactivity Country of origin for tourists visiting Australia and destinations for Australian tourists (int-7930)
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16.4 EXERCISE

To answer questions online and to receive immediate feedback and sample responses for every question, go 
to your learnON title at www.jacplus.com.au.

Check your understanding

 1. Outline two reasons why, under normal circumstances, more Australians might prefer to holiday overseas 
rather than in Australia.

 2. Which four countries did the most tourists to Australia come from in 2019?
 3. Summarise the contribution of tourism to the Australian economy in 2018.
 a. Approximately how much money did tourism add to the Australian economy?
 b. Approximately how many jobs did it create?

 4. Explain the interconnection between the places most visited by Australians and our major source of tourists.
 5. Explain what you understand by the term ‘day tripper’.

Apply your understanding

 6. Study FIGURE 3.
 a. Identify the top tourist destinations in Western Australia, South Australia and Victoria.
 b. Identify which are human and which are natural environments.
 c. Suggest other places in Australia that you think should be at the top of every tourist’s holiday itinerary.

16.4 ACTIVITIES

 1. Investigate people’s favourite overseas places by completing the following tasks.
 a. Survey members of your class to find out which three overseas places they would most like to visit and why.
 b. Each member of the class should ask their parents which three overseas places they would most like to visit 

and why.
 c. Compile your class data and identify the most popular places selected by students and their parents. Make 

sure you also collate the data showing the reasons for the choices.
 d. On an outline map of the world, show the results of your survey. Make sure you can distinguish between 

places chosen by parents and places chosen by students.
 e. Annotate your map with the reasons given for the choices.
 f. Is there an interconnection between places chosen by parents and by students? Suggest reasons for your 

observations.  HASS skills: Questioning and researching, Analysing 
  Geography concept: Interconnection 
  General capability: Numeracy

 2. Prepare an annotated visual display that showcases places of interest within Western Australia. Include 
information about the attractions, their location and why they are a ‘must-see' destination. For help creating 
an annotated visual display, go to SkillBuilder 12.3 in your learnON Resources tab.  
 HASS skills: Questioning and researching, Communicating and reflecting

Learning pathways

LEVEL 1
Questions 
1, 2, 3, 6

LEVEL 2
Questions 
4, 5, 9

LEVEL 3
Questions 
7, 8, 10
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16.5  The impacts of tourism

16.5.1 Do the benefits outweigh the costs?
In some ways, tourism seems like the perfect industry. It can encourage greater understanding between people 
and bring prosperity to communities; however, tourism development can also destroy people’s culture and 
the places in which they live. There is sometimes a fine line between exploitation and sustainable tourism.  
FIGURES 2 and 3 outline some of the key positive and negative impacts of tourism.

LEARNING INTENTION

By the end of this subtopic, you will be able to outline the positive and negative impacts of tourism.

 7. Predict the impact on Australian tourism if the Australian dollar was to suddenly lose value in relation to 
international currencies.

 8. Predict the impact on Australian tourism if the Australian dollar was to suddenly increase in value and 
achieve parity with the US dollar.

 9. What is your favourite tourist destination? What is the appeal of this place for you?
 10. Suggest a strategy for encouraging more Australians to holiday at home and enticing more international 

visitors to Australia.

For sample responses to every question, go to www.jacplus.com.au.

FIGURE 1  Promoting cultural understanding or commercialising traditional culture? Protecting or exploiting the 
natural environment? Tourism can have both positive and negative impacts on people and the environment.
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DISCUSSION

Many Australians who were travelling, studying or living overseas when the COVID-19 pandemic struck found 
themselves stranded without the money or opportunity to fly home. Similarly, many international tourists were 
stranded in Australia. This raised questions about whether government resources should be used to help get 
people home or support them. If flights are grounded because of a natural disaster or global crisis, should a 
country be responsible for getting their citizens home? If international citizens are stranded in Australia because 
of a natural disaster or global crisis, should our government provide them with financial assistance or support 
until they can get home? If Australian citizens are stranded overseas because of a natural disaster or global crisis, 
who — if anyone — should provide them with support and assistance? 
 HASS skills: Evaluating 
 General capability: Ethical understanding

Adds more than US$7 trillion to
 global economies and is the

primary source of income for many
developing nations. In 2018,

Australia’s share was $43.9 billion.

Encourages restoration of
historic sites, such as
Pompeii in Italy and

Port Arthur in Tasmania

Promotes the exchange of cultures
and fosters understanding

Strengthens cultures, as tourists
are interested in the traditions
of places they visit, creating
a demand for their survival

Increases awareness
of the impacts of

actions on the environment

Preserves indigenous
cultures and heritage,
because tourist dollars

encourage conservation
of sites and

self-management

Increases interest in the
natural environment, so 

wilderness areas and
endangered species are

protected. National parks
in Kenya promote shooting

with cameras, not guns.

Generates additional spending — for example,
the Chinese government spent US$40 billion

on Olympic events, sports facilities,
infrastructure, energy, transportation and

water supply, all of which bene�t the
community long after the event

Increases employment
opportunities for women

Improves health care
in poorer communities

Positive impacts
of tourism 

Provides employment and
reduces poverty — for example,

tourism directly
and indirectly supports jobs in

Fiji (36.6 per cent) and
Belize (37.3 per cent)

To cope with tourist numbers, 
improvements are made to

infrastructure: 
roads, rail, and sewerage

and water supply networks.

FIGURE 2  The positive impacts of tourism

Resources

Interactivity Tourism trauma (int-3335)
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Revenue generated does not
stay in the local economy

but goes to overseas companies
that own the hotels and resorts.
Seventy per cent of Thailand’s 

tourist earnings goes to
foreign investors.

Although tourism can provide
employment opportunities, there

is also the potential for exploitation,
with workers being poorly paid

for long hours of work.

Large cruise ship operators
adhere to strict environmental
regulations that govern waste

disposal at sea; however,
accidents still happen.

Tourists often ignore cultural
dress codes. This can lead to

social tension in places such as Bali
and many Polynesian countries.

Tourism generates excessive waste. 
For example, the slopes of Mount

Everest have been described as the
world’s highest waste dump.

Human waste, oxygen bottles,
fuel cans and other materials are

discarded by climbers.

More than 4 million people visit
Yosemite National Park each year;

it is often blanketed in smog.
Traf�c jams are common, with

delays of one hour  or more at the
entrance gates.

Child prostitution aimed at
foreign tourists is an ongoing

problem in many countries such
as Thailand and Cambodia.

In Nepal, one of the most heavily
deforested countries in the world,

four to �ve kilograms of wood
are burned daily for heating

and cooking for tourists.

In some countries, such as
Indonesia and Jamaica, local
people employed in tourism
earn about 1 per cent of the

income of their guests. Resort
workers in Fiji earn the

equivalent of $2 an hour.

There is growth in crime rates
as rich tourists interact 

with poor locals.

In Kenya, safari tours disturb
wildlife so that animals neglect
their young and predators are

disturbed in their hunt for food.

In Spain, each tourist consumes
440 litres of water a day —

twice that used by residents.
In the Seychelles, water

consumption by tourists is
as high as 1000 litres per day.

Tourism damages
culture and community,

and exploits locals.

Golf tourism severely reduces water
resources. An average golf course in

Thailand uses as much water as
60 000 villagers use. In one desert
location, a golf course uses 3.79

million litres a day — what an average
family of four uses in four years.

Over-commercialisation creates
arti�cial culture. Traditional dances

are shortened to accommodate
tourists; sacred objects and

artefacts are mass produced for
the tourism industry.

Negative impacts
of tourism

Tourism damages
the environment and
depletes resources.

FIGURE 3  The negative impacts of tourism
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16.5 EXERCISE

To answer questions online and to receive immediate feedback and sample responses for every question, go 
to your learnON title at www.jacplus.com.au.

Check your understanding

 1. One criticism of tourism is that it is ‘over-commercialised’. Write a definition of this term in your own words.
 2. Tourism provides both direct and indirect employment. Identify two examples of direct and two examples of 

indirect employment provided by tourism.
 3. Explain how tourism can improve the living conditions for individuals in developing nations.
 4. Explain how tourism may lead to an increase in the crime rate in a popular tourist destination.
 5. Explain how tourism can lead to the preservation and conservation of ancient ruins and the creation of 

nature reserves.

Apply your understanding

 6. Study FIGURES 2 and 3.
 a. Create a table to classify the impacts of tourism as social, economic or environmental.

Impacts of tourism Social/cultural Economic Environmental

Positive

Negative

 b. Rank each of the impacts from most to least impactful. Write a paragraph to explain your rankings.
 7. Identify one negative social, one negative economic and one negative environmental impact of tourism. 

Explain the scale of each impact and devise a strategy for sustainable tourism to combat it.
 8. FIGURE 4 shows how the tourist dollar can flow from one job to the next. The jobs in the centre of the 

diagram interact directly with the tourist, while those on the outside do not.
 a. Copy the diagram into your workbook at an enlarged size. Complete it by adding other jobs.
 b. Study your completed diagram and write a paragraph explaining the interconnection between tourism and 

the economy.
 c. Repeat this exercise looking at either the social or environmental impacts.

 9. The type of interconnection 
shown between industries in 
FIGURE 4 is sometimes called the 
multiplier effect.

 a. Recreate and complete the 
empty cells in the diagram.

 b. What does the multiplier effect 
refer to?

 10. Which of the following would 
be the best to develop as a 
tourist resource in your region: 
art gallery, museum, cinema 
complex or sports stadium? 
Justify your answer.

For sample responses to every question, go to www.jacplus.com.au.

Rental car
company

Service
station

Baggage
handler

Printer

Butcher

Restaurant

Baker

Airline
Hotel

The tourist
dollar

Ship
operator

FIGURE 4 One view of tourism

Learning pathways

LEVEL 2
Questions 
3, 4, 7, 8

LEVEL 1
Questions 
1, 2, 6

LEVEL 3
Questions 
5, 9, 10
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int-5574
16.6  Managing environmental impacts of tourism

16.6.1 Ecotourism
Tourism has the capacity to benefit environments and cultures or destroy them. Ecotourism has developed in 
response to this issue. The aim is to manage tourism in a sustainable way. This might be through educational 
programs related to the environment or cultural heritage, or through controlling the types and locations of 
tourist activities or the number of tourists visiting an area. Ecotourism is the fastest growing sector in the 
tourism industry, increasing by about 10 to 15 per cent per year.

Ecotourism differs from traditional tourism in two main ways.
 • It recognises that many tourists wish to learn about the natural environment (such as reefs, rainforests and 

deserts) and the cultural environment (such as indigenous communities).
 • It aims to limit the impact of tourist facilities and visitors on the environment.

One of the most famous examples of wildlife-based ecotourism in Australia 
is Monkey Mia in Western Australia. Here the wild dolphins come into shore 
and tourists are able to feed, swim with and touch them. FIGURE 1 shows 
some of the regulations in place to manage this experience for the mutual 
benefit of tourists and the marine wildlife.

LEARNING INTENTION

By the end of this subtopic, you will be able to explain the concept of ecotourism and classify activities as eco-
friendly or not eco-friendly and justify your point of view.

ecotourism    tourism that interprets the 
natural and cultural environment for visitors, 
and manages the environment in a way that 
is ecologically sustainable

50 metres

150 metres

Unlicensed tour boats
(including jet skis) must 
not approach within
150 metres.

Swimmers must hold onto
ropes attached to the boat.
Limit of 10 swimmers, for a

total of 20 minutes.

Licensed boats may 
approach to within 

50 metres.

No boats may
approach head-on.

Licensed boats must
stay 200 metres apart.

FIGURE 1 Regulations for contact with dolphins
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FIGURE 2 An ideal ecotourism resort
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  A The natural bush is retained and native plants are used to revegetate or landscape the area.

 B Composting toilets treat human waste, and worm farms consume food waste. Water is treated with 
ultraviolet light rather than chlorine. Recycling is practised; for example, greywater is used in irrigation and 
toilet systems.

 C Visitors are encouraged to improve and maintain the environment by using paths or planting trees.

 D Buildings blend in with the natural landscape, and local materials are used. Buildings are often raised 
to prevent damage to plant roots. During construction, builders prevent contamination of the local 
environment by having workers change shoes and by washing down equipment to keep out foreign 
organisms.

 E Local organically grown produce is used, and craft markets and stalls might also be established and run by 
indigenous communities, supporting the local economy, creating jobs and reducing poverty.

 F There is no golf course, because of the water that would need to be used and the pesticides it would 
require.

 G Low-impact, non-polluting transport such as bicycles is provided for guests.

 H Walking trails include educational information boards.

 I An information centre helps visitors understand the environment. Local indigenous people are employed to 
educate visitors about their culture.

 J Electricity is generated through solar panels on the roofs of eco-cabins.

 K Boardwalks are built over sensitive areas such as sand dunes to protect them from damage. Boardwalks 
might also be constructed in the tree canopies.

 L Trained guides educate tourists about coral reefs and native vegetation, and show visitors how to minimise 
their impact.
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FIGURE 3  The case of Marius the giraffe

Last weekend, a healthy juvenile male reticulated giraffe at the Copenhagen Zoo was killed. His name was 
Marius. The reason given was that his genes were already sufficiently represented in the giraffe population across 
the zoos of the European Association of Zoos and Aquariums (EAZA) — his brother lives in a zoo in England, for 
example — making him a so-called ‘surplus animal.’ Despite the international outcry against it, the giraffe was 
euthanized, a necropsy was performed by scientists while educators explained the dissection to the gathered 
crowd, and hunks of meat were fed to the zoo’s lions, polar bears, and other carnivores.

Source: Jason G. Goldman

16.6.2 Zoos and marine parks
Traditionally, a zoo was simply a place where animals were held in captivity and put on display for people to 
view. The concept of zoos is not new; wall carvings provide evidence that ancient civilisations had zoos. Some 
of the earliest records date back to 2500 BCE when wealthy aristocrats and rulers in Egypt and Mesopotamia 
had their own private collections, now called menageries.

In recent years, people have become more aware of the plight of animals that are kept in captivity. The 
design of zoos has undergone a major transformation in many parts of the world. Today the definition of a 
zoo can be extended to include wildlife reserves, petting zoos, aquariums and aviaries, where care is taken to 
reproduce natural environments including cold habitats for animals such as polar bears and heated enclosures 
with regulated humidity for species from tropical areas. Zoos also engage in wider conservation strategies; 
for example, captive breeding programs to ensure the survival of rare or endangered species and providing 
community education.

While zoos and marine parks primarily promote themselves as acting in the best interests of the wildlife they 
keep, sometimes this is not necessarily the case. The scenario outlined in FIGURE 3 provides one example of a 
situation where the best interests of the animal were not taken into account.

Marine parks
Marine parks are similar to zoos except that they are home to marine creatures. They were a boom industry in 
the mid to late twentieth century, with many offering not just the opportunity to view marine animals but also 
to watch them perform.

While most marine parks promote the fact that they only house animals born in captivity or rescued from 
the wild, this has not always been the case. Adult orcas, for example, have sometimes been killed so that 
their young could be taken into captivity. Orcas were often housed in pools that were inadequate in size; the 
collapsed dorsal fins of many of these animals indicated inadequate standards and perhaps even boredom. In 
addition, the lifespan of captive orcas is halved compared to the species living in the wild.

As tourists boycotted facilities in protest against the treatment of killer whales and the visitor numbers fell, 
marine parks such as Sea World in San Diego, California, revamped their shows to improve the conditions of 
the animals and emphasise the natural environment. Some marine parks now also promote themselves as theme 
parks — for example, Sea World on the Gold Coast.

In contrast, China’s ocean theme parks have recently experienced a tourist boom. It is thought that across 
China 872 cetaceans are held, including bottlenose dolphins, beluga whales, orcas and sea lions, all taken 
directly from the wild and sold on the black market at prices ranging from US$50 000 to US$1 000 000.

In their natural Arctic and sub-Arctic environment, beluga whales are social animals that live in pods varying 
in size from a few to a couple of hundred individuals. They may travel up to 160 kilometres in a day and dive 
to depths of 300 metres. In captivity, they are confined to shallow tanks that only allow them to aimlessly 
circle their enclosure and are expected to perform tricks that are not a part of their natural behaviour.
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Resources

Interactivities Sustainable sightseeing (int-3336)
An ideal ecotourism resort (int-5574)

16.6 ACTIVITIES

 1. Visitors to ecotourism resorts are often attracted by brochures that emphasise the resort’s environmental 
policies. These brochures also set out guidelines to follow in order to minimise visitor impact.

 a. Design and produce a brochure for the ecotourism resort illustrated in FIGURE 2. Use ICT tools and 
techniques to maximise the brochure’s impact.

 b. Add another eco-activity to the island and devise strategies to educate tourists and minimise their impact on 
the environment. HASS skills: Communicating and reflecting 
 Geography concept: Sustainability 
 General capability: ICT

 2. Select and investigate one of the species mentioned in this subtopic. Write a report that compares the 
species’ natural habitat existence with that of being held in captivity
 HASS skills: Questioning and researching 
  Geography concept: Environment

Deepen your understanding of this topic with related case studies and questions.
 • Investigate additional topics > Tourism > Kakadu National Park
 • Investigate additional topics > Managing environments > Wilsons Promontory
 • Investigate additional topics > Tourism > Ningaloo Reef and ecotourism

Explore more with

FIGURE 4 Sea World in California is home to orcas.
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16.6 EXERCISE

To answer questions online and to receive immediate feedback and sample responses for every question, go 
to your learnON title at www.jacplus.com.au.

Check your understanding

 1. How does an ecotourism resort differ from a traditional tourist resort?
 2. Consider the ecotourism example of Monkey Mia, Western Australia.
 a. Identify three rules or techniques used to control the interaction between dolphins and tourists.
 b. Predict potential problems that might occur between dolphins and tourists.
 c. Do you think this is an example of sustainable ecotourism? Give reasons for your answer.

 3. Define the modern concept of a zoo.
 4. Outline the different types of zoos and the positive and negative impacts they may have on wildlife.
 5. Explain what you understand to be the purpose of a captive breeding program.

Apply your understanding

 6. Consider the eco-resort shown in FIGURE 2.
 a. Outline further changes that could be made to the resort to make it even more environmentally friendly.
 b. Would you describe your changes as small-scale or large-scale?
 c. Justify how these changes might be more environmentally sustainable.

 7. To what extent do you think zoos are an ethical form of tourism? Justify your point of view. In your response 
consider:
 • how culture, personal beliefs and world views can influence the decision making of people in different 

places
 • how individual perceptions of fairness, equality, respect and tolerance influence people’s decision making.

 8. With reference to one species featured in this subtopic, explain the role zoos play in a comprehensive 
conservation program.

 9. Explain the difference between a theme park and a marine park.
 10. There is a thriving ‘black market' trade in marine animals. Suggest a strategy for reducing the illegal trade in 

wildlife.

For sample responses to every question, go to www.jacplus.com.au.

Learning pathways

LEVEL 1
Questions 
1, 3, 6

LEVEL 2
Questions 
2, 4, 7, 8

LEVEL 3
Questions 
5, 9, 10
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16.7  Cultural tourism

16.7.1 Defining cultural tourism
According to the UN World Tourism Organization,

Cultural tourism is a type of tourism activity in which the visitor’s essential motivation is to learn, 
discover, experience and consume the tangible and intangible cultural attractions/products in a tourism 
destination.These attractions/products relate to a set of distinctive material, intellectual, spiritual and 
emotional features of a society that encompasses arts and architecture, historical and cultural heritage, 
culinary heritage, literature, music, creative industries and the living cultures with their lifestyles, value 
systems, beliefs and traditions.

Cultural tourism is not a new thing — it 
has long been a factor in many people’s 
reasons for travel. Visits to places like 
Port Arthur in Tasmania, Sovereign Hill 
in Ballarat, the Colosseum in Rome or 
the Pyramids in Egypt can be considered 
cultural tourism, as people endeavour 
to learn about and connect with the 
past. This type of tourism prompts us to 
preserve and protect our heritage.

Visiting art galleries, such as the Louvre 
in Paris, attending music and theatre 
performances, or even undertaking a 
cooking course in another place are also 
examples of cultural tourism activities 
that broaden our knowledge and 
understanding of our world and its people.

In 2017, more than two-fifths of international visitors to Australia included a cultural event in their itinerary 
and a third participated in a heritage event. Cultural tourists also tend to stay longer.

Globally, cultural tourism is on the rise as people return home, undertake a pilgrimage, or simply want to 
experience a significant cultural event in another place. Examples include the following.

 • The Day of the Dead — originating in Mexico, the festival celebrates the dead, who have awakened to 
celebrate with loved ones before continuing their spiritual journey (see FIGURE 2). The festivities span 
three days, and the public holiday encourages people to remember and pray for family and friends 
who have passed away. The custom has now spread to other places such as the United States and other 
countries in Latin America.

 • The ancient religious festival of Holi, marking the arrival of spring, celebrates the start of a plentiful 
spring harvest. Originating in the predominantly Hindu nations of India and Nepal, it is also referred to as 
the Festival of Colours, because of the traditional practice of throwing colours at the Emperor. It has now 
also spread to other parts of Asia, the Caribbean, North America and South Africa.

 • The Hajj pilgrimage to the sacred city of Mecca, located in Saudi Arabia, is a practice dating back to the 
ancient prophets. With the expectation that it will be made at least once in every Muslim person’s lifetime, 
the Hajj is an enormous gathering, attracting 3 to 5 million people each year (see FIGURE 3). It occurs over 
5 or 6 days in the last month of the Islamic calendar.

LEARNING INTENTION

By the end of this subtopic, you will be able to explain the different forms cultural tourism can take and explain 
why cultural tourism is a growth area.

FIGURE 1 The Louvre in Paris is one of the most popular and 
famous cultural tourism destinations for international travellers.
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 • In many cultures where Christianity is the predominant religion, people come together to celebrate 
Christmas, commemorating the birth of Christ, and Easter, to remember his resurrection.

Whatever the reason, the mass movement of people associated with these events has a significant impact on 
both people and places.

16.7.2 Thanksgiving
Thanksgiving is held each year in the United States on the fourth Thursday in November. It dates back to the 
seventeenth-century celebration of the harvest. Today it is a time for families to get together and give thanks 
for what they have.

The Thanksgiving holiday period runs from 
Wednesday to Sunday. As millions of people 
travel across the United States, transport systems 
are stretched to their limits, creating traffic 
congestion and delays. Because the holiday 
season is so close to the start of winter, the 
weather can further complicate people’s travel 
plans, especially for those who live in the colder 
northern states. Early winter storms can bring 
ice and snow, resulting in airport closures and 
impassable roads.

The average American will spend around  
21 per cent of their Thanksgiving budget on 
travelling to their destination, whether by car, air 
or other means (see FIGURE 4).

16.7.3 Chinese New Year
Chinese New Year is the longest and most important of the traditional Chinese holidays. Dating back centuries, 
it is steeped in ancient myths and traditions. The festivities begin on the first day of the first month in the 
traditional Chinese calendar, and last for 15 days. They conclude with the lantern festival 
on Chinese New Year’s Eve, a day when families gather for their annual reunion dinner. It 
is considered a major holiday, and it influences not only China’s geographical neighbours 
but also the nations with whom China has economic ties.

The date on which Chinese New Year occurs varies from year to year. This date coincides 
with the second new moon after the Chinese winter solstice, which can occur any time 
between 21 January and 20 February.

FIGURE 3  Muslims from all over the world make the Hajj 
pilgrimage to Mecca, Saudi Arabia.

FIGURE 2  Thousands gather to attend the Day 
of the Dead parade in Mexico City each year.

Air travellers: 8.1%

Other: 3%

Automobile
travellers: 88.9%

FIGURE 4  Modes of transport used for  
Thanksgiving travel

new moon    the phase of the 
moon when it is closest to the 
sun and is not normally visible

winter solstice    the shortest 
day of the year, when the sun 
reaches its lowest point in 
relation to the equator
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Chinese New Year, or Lunar New Year, is celebrated as a public holiday in many countries with large Chinese 
populations or with calendars based on the Chinese lunar calendar (see FIGURE 5). The changing nature of this 
holiday has meant that many governments have to shift working days to accommodate this event.

In China, many manufacturing centres close down for the 15-day period, allowing tens of millions of people 
to travel from the industrial cities where they work to their hometowns and rural communities. This means 
that retailers and manufacturers in overseas countries such as the United States and Australia have to adjust 
their production and shipping schedules to ensure they have enough stock on hand to deal with the closure of 
factories in China. For those shopping online, delays in delivery are to be expected during this period.

The logistics of moving millions
Chinese New Year has been described as the biggest annual movement of people in China. Over a five-
day period, an average of 80 million journeys are recorded in the last-minute dash to make it home for the 
traditional family celebrations — a total of 400 million people on the move in just five days!

Although incomes have risen for middle-class citizens in China, most people elect to travel by road as they 
do not want to stand in long queues for hours or even days to purchase bus or rail tickets. In 2018, over the 
40-day Spring Festival period that encompasses Chinese New Year, 2.4 billion trips were made by road, 389 
million trips were made by train and 65 million trips were made by plane. Airlines scheduled an additional 
200 flights to cope with the demand. It is not uncommon for commuters to add hundreds, or even thousands 
of kilometres to their journey; one airline passenger flew from Beijing to Kunming in Southern China via 
Bangkok in Thailand because there were no direct flights. Weather conditions and the impact of additional 
flights competing for the same amount of air space make delays inevitable.

FIGURE 5  For prosperity and good fortune, dragons and lion dances feature in Chinese New Year celebrations.
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Weather conditions can also impede rail and car travel. In 2017 a cold snap saw highways in central China 
covered in ice; this was further complicated by heavy fog making road travel close to impossible. In 2016, 
almost 100 000 people were left stranded at railway stations after ice and snow in other parts of the country 
caused long delays. Fifty-five trains in Shanghai and 24 in Guangzhou were unable to leave their respective 
stations when China was struck by a record-breaking cold snap (see FIGURE 6). Almost 4000 police and security 
guards were called in to keep order.

Late in 2018, ten new railways were 
added to the rail network to expand the 
length of China’s high-speed railway — 
the second-largest in the world behind the 
United States. At its peak, the online rail 
booking system had to cope with 1000 
bookings per minute. High demand also 
leads to high prices, and scalpers were 
quick to cash in, charging double or even 
triple the usual ticket cost.

For many, motorbike travel is the 
cheapest way to return home, with some 
making journeys in excess of  
400 kilometres. Motorbikes offer not 
only a cost saving, but also a time saving. 
Although China boasts one of the world’s 
largest road networks, with almost 98 000 
kilometres of motorway, when 2.4 billion 
people take to the roads, congestion is inevitable. To ensure safety and improve traffic flow, 170 000 additional 
police in an extra 60 000 police vehicles are mobilised.

With such challenges to moving around China during this period, it is no wonder that a growing trend favoured 
by more than 7  million Chinese is to celebrate the New Year by travelling abroad. Others are now electing not 
to travel at all, instead choosing to work through the holiday period to take advantage of increased pay rates on 
offer. In response to an increasing trend in takeaway food orders during the festivities, some employers in the 
hospitality industry are offering delivery drivers triple pay to work on Chinese New Year.

In 2020, COVID-19 had a significant impact on the number of people travelling home for the Lunar New Year, 
as the holiday coincided with dramatic increases in cases. Three Chinese cities were in complete lockdown as 
the New Year holiday began, but many other cities had imposed strict travel restrictions. In addition, the impact 
of the illness and its potential for spread meant many people chose not to travel rather than risk infection.

To help prevent the virus spreading, the Chinese government discouraged travel and extended the holiday for a 
further three days to help reduce large gatherings of people.

FIGURE 6  Travel chaos as crowds swell outside Guangzhou 
station after bad weather causes long delays

Resources

Weblinks Thanksgiving

COVID-19 impact on Chinese New Year travel and tourism
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16.7 EXERCISE

To answer questions online and to receive immediate feedback and sample responses for every question, go 
to your learnON title at www.jacplus.com.au.

Check your understanding

 1. What is meant by the term cultural tourism?
 2. Why are Thanksgiving and Chinese New Year regarded as cultural events?
 3. Explain why Chinese New Year leads to industries shutting down for 15 days.
 4. What is a pilgrimage?
 5. Describe the impact the weather might have on a cultural event.

Apply your understanding

 6. Write a paragraph explaining how cultural events can change people, places and the environment.
 7. Answer the following to reflect on Thanksgiving and Chinese New Year travel.
 a. Complete the table to demonstrate the preferred mode of transport for Thanksgiving and for Chinese New 

Year.

Thanksgiving Chinese New Year

Number of trips

Most common form of transport

 b. Suggest reasons for differences in travel arrangements. In your response, include reference to the scale of 
movement.

 c. Make a list of problems associated with the mass movement of people.
 d. Select one of the problems you have identified and explain the impact it might have on people, places and 

the environment. Suggest a strategy for reducing its impact.
 8. Write a paragraph describing a traditional cultural event that you and your family celebrate. Is it an example 

of cultural tourism? Give reasons for your answer.
 9. Explain the impact Chinese New Year might have on a clothing import business in Australia. In your answer, 

explain what a business owner might need to do to ensure their business is not affected by this event.
 10. Many cultural events were cancelled or celebrated privately in 2020 because travel was not possible. 

Present an argument for or against taking a home-based approach to a cultural event that you celebrate. In 
your answer, consider social, economic and environmental reasons the change would be either positive or 
negative.

For sample responses to every question, go to www.jacplus.com.au.

16.7 ACTIVITY

 a. Brainstorm a list of cultural or celebratory events that occur in Australia.
 b. Use the internet to find out more about either Chinese New Year or Thanksgiving. Investigate the history, 

myths and traditions associated with your chosen event. Prepare an annotated visual display comparing your 
findings with a cultural or celebratory event in Australia. Make sure you include references to the scale of 
your chosen event and the place in which it occurs. 
 HASS skills: Analysing  
 General capability: Intercultural understanding

Learning pathways

LEVEL 1
Questions 
1, 6, 7

LEVEL 2
Questions 
2, 3, 4, 8

LEVEL 3
Questions 
5, 9, 10
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16.8  Tourism and sport

16.8.1 How are tourism and sport connected?
Sport tourism involves people travelling to 
view or participate in a sporting event or 
sporting pursuits. Tourism in which someone 
travels to either actively participate in or watch 
a competitive sport as the main reason for 
their travel is known as hard sport tourism. 
Tourism in which someone participates in 
recreational and leisure activities, such as 
skiing, fishing and hiking as part of their travel 
is known as soft sport tourism. A common 
trait in all sports tourists is their passion for 
the sport and a willingness to spend money to 
indulge this passion.

Sport tourism is an expanding sector of the 
tourism industry, estimated to add $800 billion 
to global economies each year. It is estimated 
that between 12 million and 15 million international trips are made to view sporting events. But what impact 
does this have on people and places?

Governments spend millions of dollars to attract people to sporting events such as the Olympics, the cricket, 
the FIFA World Cup and motor racing events, to name just a few. These events also trigger:

 • construction of new stadiums
 • expansion and upgrades of transport networks
 • improvements to airport facilities
 • clean-ups of cities in readiness for the arrival of tourists.

16.8.2 The Olympics
Major sporting events such as the Olympic Games translate into improved infrastructure, and provide the host 
city with considerable international exposure, but this comes at a substantial cost (see FIGURE 2). Does this 
bring in more tourists and justify the capital outlay?

The general consensus among economists is that the costs associated with 
hosting a one-off major event, such as the FIFA World Cup or the Olympic 
Games, generally exceed the value of any anticipated long-term benefits. 
The 2016 Rio Olympic Games were plagued by political and economic 
controversy. As the cost of hosting the Games blew out to $20 billion, 
Brazil was plunged into recession. Issues such as the Zika virus epidemic, 
a Russian doping scandal and high levels of pollution also threatened to 
derail the games. On the plus side, upgrades to the public transport network 
and sewerage system, cleaning up the pollution at Guanabara Bay, and the 
construction of nine new permanent venues and seven temporary venues 

LEARNING INTENTION

By the end of this subtopic, you will be able to discuss the increasing popularity of sport tourism and identify 
both positive and negative impacts of sport tourism.

FIGURE 1 On the trail — soft sport tourism

hard sport tourism    tourism in which 
someone travels to either actively 
participate in or watch a competitive sport 
as the main reason for their travel

soft sport tourism    tourism in which 
someone participates in recreational and 
leisure activities, such as skiing, fishing and 
hiking, as part of their travel
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delivered a boost to the construction industry. However, now that the Games are long past, Rio has a surplus 
of venues that it no longer needs. Plans to sell them off failed due to a lack of buyer interest, resulting in many 
venues, such as the Olympic pool and Maracanã Stadium (site of the opening and closing ceremonies) falling 
into a state of disrepair. The athletes’ village, which housed 10 000 athletes in 3604 apartments, is largely 
empty, with only 7 per cent of the apartments sold.

In the United Kingdom during the 2012 Olympics year, statistics for August showed 5 per cent fewer visitors 
than in the previous year. Tourism spending, however, went up by 9 per cent, in part because of spending on 
Olympics tickets. In addition, many UK residents chose to holiday overseas rather than remain at home during 
the Olympic Games. Organisers were also frustrated by the number of empty seats in many of the venues. On 
the plus side, however, building the 
Olympic village provided a £6 billion 
boost to the building and construction 
industry.

But what happens to the people who 
originally lived on the site of the new 
venues and athletes’ village? Quite 
simply, they are moved on. While they 
may receive some compensation, land 
values go up in the shadow of renewed 
development. Residents simply cannot 
afford to live in the new developments, 
or renovate their existing dwellings. In 
the lead-up to the Beijing Olympics, 
1.5 million Chinese people were forced 
out of their homes to make way for 
Olympics venues.
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FIGURE 2 Olympics expenditure (summer and winter), including infrastructure

FIGURE 3 The opening ceremony of the London Olympic Games
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Once the event is over, many of the stadiums are underused, and it can take years to recover from the cost of 
staging the event. For instance, the city of Montreal in Canada, which hosted the games in 1976, took 30 years 
to pay back the equivalent of US$6 billion (in today’s money) in Olympic spending.

16.8.3 Other sports events
It has generally been accepted that regular sporting events can have financial benefits for the host location. 
Many international tourists visiting the United Kingdom, for instance, include a sporting event on their 
itinerary. Most popular is soccer, because of the opportunity to see some of the world’s most talented athletes 
playing in some the UK’s top teams. Overall, sports 
tourists stay longer and are not deterred by the weather. 
Sporting fans also tend to spend more than the rest of the 
tourist population.

The popularity of football is also evident in Australia, 
where three separate codes (AFL, soccer and rugby 
league) attract huge crowds every week, and many fans 
are prepared to travel interstate to watch their teams play.

But it is not just football that attracts the crowds. The 
English cricket team, for example, is followed around the 
world by its unofficial cheer squad — the Barmy Army. 
Many Australian fans participate in a range of organised 
sporting tours each year, taking in some of the biggest 
events both at home and abroad involving, in addition to 
cricket, sports such as tennis, rugby and golf.

16.8 ACTIVITY

Phillip Island is located 100 kilometres south-east of Melbourne, Victoria, and is linked to the mainland by a 
bridge. The island is only 101 km2 and has a permanent population of around 10 000. The area is popular for 
its beaches and wildlife, but it is also home to a Grand Prix racing circuit that stages a variety of motor sports 
throughout the year. Collectively, more than $110 million is generated annually from the circuit’s car and bike 
activities. Three events — the Moto GP, V8 Supercars and Superbikes — bring in around $80 million. Each of 
these events brings more than 65 000 people to the island.

 a. What facilities are needed to cater for such a large influx of people?
 b. FIGURE 4 in subtopic 16.5 shows some ideas for how the tourist dollar can flow from one job to the next. 

Complete a diagram like this for the Phillip Island Grand Prix circuit.

FIGURE 4 The Barmy Army are English cricket 
fans who travel the world to cheer on the 
English cricket team.

Resources

Interactivity Are the Olympic Games worth gold? (int-3337)

Deepen your understanding of this topic with related case studies and questions.
 • Investigate additional topics > Australia’s links with the world > Sport
 • Investigating Australian Curriculum topics > Year 9: Geographies of interconnections > The FIFA World Cup

Explore more with
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 c. List the negative consequences that might result from having a Grand Prix circuit on Phillip Island. Make sure 
you consider the impact on people and the environment, as well as the scale of such effects.

 d. Write a paragraph explaining the interconnection between the location of sporting facilities and their impact 
on people and places.

 e. Do you think this is an example of sustainable tourism? Justify your point of view. 
 HASS skills: Evaluating 
  Geography concept: Interconnection 
  General capability: Critical and creative thinking

16.8 EXERCISE

To answer questions online and to receive immediate feedback and sample responses for every question, go 
to your learnON title at www.jacplus.com.au.

Check your understanding

 1. Define hard sport tourism.
 2. Define soft sport tourism.
 3. Write a list of sports on which money might be spent to attract tourists. Categorise these as either hard or 

soft sport tourism events.
 4. Compile a table that highlights the positives and negatives of sport tourism.
 5. From the table you created in question 4, choose two positives and two negatives. For each, explain the 

impact it has on people and places.

Apply your understanding

 6. Why were some of the stadiums built for the Rio Olympic Games temporary rather than permanent?
 7. Explain how hosting a major international sporting event can lead to improvements in infrastructure.
 8. Identify a financial cost and a financial benefit of hosting a major sporting event. In your opinion does the 

benefit outweigh the cost? Give reasons for your answer.
 9. Queensland has recently expressed interest in hosting the 2032 Olympic Games. Considering the pros and 

cons of hosting such an event, what advice would you give to the Queensland government?
 10. A leading economist recently said, ‘Major events such as the Olympics should be hosted by developed 

countries; the cost to developing nations is too great.' To what extent do you agree with this statement? 
Explain your view.

For sample responses to every question, go to www.jacplus.com.au.

Learning pathways

LEVEL 1
Questions 
1, 2, 6

LEVEL 2
Questions 
3, 7, 8

LEVEL 3
Questions 
4, 5, 9, 10
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16.9  Thinking Big research project: Design a seven-
day cruise adventure
Scenario
Mystic Cruises is about to add a new cruise ship to its fleet. As a member of the company’s cruise-development 
team, you need to design a seven-day cruise, including exotic ports of call and shore excursions that allow 
cruise guests to take in the sites and culture of the places they visit. If your itinerary is accepted, you will also 
have the honour of naming the ship!

Task
Design a seven-day cruise for a new cruise line. You can choose where in the world the cruise ship will 
operate, and at which ports the ship will dock (at least four).

 • Show the ports of call and the home port on a map.
 • For each port of call you will need to develop three shore excursions that allow people to take in the sites 

and culture of the places they visit:
 • one that is culturally based
 • one that is eco-friendly
 • one that applies to a specific demographic group (e.g. age-related, or family- or singles-oriented).

 • You will also need to come up with a name for the new ship—this might be influenced by where the ship 
will be based, or the ports of call it will make. Be creative! Include your suggested name in your cruise 
itinerary presentation.

 • You should use PowerPoint or Prezi to present your proposed itinerary.

FIGURE 1  What ports of call and excursions could you include in a seven-day cruise?
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Process
 • Open the ProjectsPLUS application in the Resources for this topic. Click on the Start new project button 

to enter the project due date and set up your project group if you wish. You may work individually or in 
pairs, depending on your teacher’s preference. Save your settings and the project will be launched.

 • Navigate to the Research forum, where you will find starter topics loaded to guide your research. You 
can add further topics to the Research forum if you wish.

 • In the Media centre you will find an assessment rubric to guide your work and some weblinks that will 
provide a starting point for your research. Pay particular attention to the cruise-line websites that are 
included in the weblinks — these are designed to help your group decide which destinations to visit on 
your cruise. Remember it must be feasible to visit each of the ports. Investigate the weblink sites first, 
then branch out and conduct additional research.

 • Remember to record details of your sources so you can create a bibliography to submit with your 
completed itinerary. Add your research notes and source details to the relevant topic pages in the Research 
forum. When you have completed your research, you can print out the Research report in the Research 
forum to easily view all the information you have gathered, if you wish.

 • Plan your cruise. First decide the part of the world your cruise will operate in; then the ports you will 
visit. Prepare a map to show the home port and all the ports to be visited.

 • Investigate your ports of call and prepare your shore excursions.
 • Create your PowerPoint or Prezi presentation outlining the seven-day cruise itinerary and excursion 

options. Include appropriate images or diagrams to illustrate your information. Don’t forget to name  
the ship!

 • Review your work thoroughly, checking for correct spelling and grammar. Ensure that maps have 
BOLTSS applied and images have captions. Finalise your bibliography. Present your proposal to the class 
and submit your presentation and bibliography to your teacher for assessment.

Resources

ProjectsPLUS Thinking Big research project: Design a seven-day cruise adventure (pro-0194)

FIGURE 2  Allow people to take in the sites and culture of the places visited.
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 16.10  Review
16.10.1 Key knowledge summary

16.2 The importance of tourism
 • Tourism is, generally speaking, one of the world’s fastest-growing industries.
 • A combination of factors such as increased leisure time, improved standard of living and advances in 

technology have ensured that tourism is no longer only for the rich.
 • New forms of tourism, such as medical tourism and opportunities to travel and work overseas, are 

contributing to the expansion of the tourism industry.

16.3 Global tourism
 • Tourism is accessible to a wider demographic.
 • With people living longer, there are more opportunities for mature-aged tourists and cheap travel options 

for the 18- to 25-year-old market.
 • North America, China and Western Europe are not only popular destinations, but also among the top ten 

in tourism spending.
 • Most hotel chains are owned and operated by companies based in the United States.

16.4 Australian tourism
 • More Australians are choosing to travel abroad rather than holiday at home; this is mostly due to 

increased choice and competition within the tourism industry.
 • While New South Wales continues to attract the most international visitors, Western Australia has also 

recorded strong growth.

16.5 The impacts of tourism
 • Tourism has both positive and negative impacts, and these impacts can be interconnected.
 • While tourist spending can boost the economy, this is not always of benefit to the local community if 

people are being exploited, or if revenue is going to major corporations and locals are being underpaid.
 • The infrastructure that is needed to support the tourism industry can also benefit local communities.

16.6 Managing environmental impacts of tourism
 • Eco-tourism aims to be sustainable, to limit the impact of tourism and to educate the public.
 • Zoos and aquariums perform an important role in the education of the public and conservation of 

endangered species.
 • Many zoos and aquariums have undergone a transformation to make them more eco-friendly, but this is 

not the case everywhere.

16.7 Cultural tourism
 • Cultural tourism results in the mass movement 

of people over a short period of time so that 
they can come together to celebrate their shared 
history, religion or traditions.

 • Examples of cultural tourism include Chinese 
New Year and Thanksgiving.

 • While it is traditional for people to spend 
holidays with their extended family, there is a 
growing trend of travelling abroad to avoid the 
holiday overcrowding.
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16.8 Tourism and sport
 • It is becoming more common for people to combine a sporting event with their travels, either as an active 

participant or a passive observer.
 • Major sporting events such as the Olympics are often touted as being a financial windfall for the host 

nation; however, while there might be a peak in employment in the lead-up and during the event, nations 
can also be left with significant debt.

 • Some travel companies focus primarily on putting together sporting itineraries.

16.10.2 Key terms

16.10.3 Reflection
Complete the following to reflect on your learning.

developed    describes countries with a highly developed industrial sector, a high standard of living, and a large proportion of 
people living in urban areas

ecotourism    tourism that interprets the natural and cultural environment for visitors, and manages the environment in a way 
that is ecologically sustainable

gross domestic product    (GDP) the value of all the goods and services produced within a country in a given period of time 
(usually a year). It is often used as an indicator of a country’s wealth.

hard sport tourism    tourism in which someone travels to either actively participate in or watch a competitive sport as the main 
reason for their travel

infrastructure    the facilities, services and installations needed for a society to function, such as transportation and 
communications systems, water pipes and power lines

Masai    an ethnic group of semi-nomadic people living in Kenya and Tanzania

mature-aged    describes individuals aged over 55

national parks    parks or reserves set aside for conservation purposes

new moon    the phase of the moon when it is closest to the sun and is not normally visible

soft sport tourism    tourism in which someone participates in recreational and leisure activities, such as skiing, fishing and 
hiking, as part of their travel

winter solstice    the shortest day of the year, when the sun reaches its lowest point in relation to the equator

Resources

eWorkbook Customisable worksheets for this topic (ewbk-5887)
Reflection (ewbk-5666)
Crossword (ewbk-5665)
Student learning matrix (ewbk-5659)

Interactivity Tourists on the move crossword (int-7650)

Revisit the inquiry question posed in the Overview:

Can a simple relaxing holiday really create jobs, support an economy or affect the environment?

 1. Now that you have completed this topic, what is your view on the question? Discuss with a partner. Has your 
learning in this topic changed your view? If so, how?

 2. Write a paragraph in response to the inquiry question, outlining your views.
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16.10 Review exercises
Multiple choice

 1. Which of the following people would not be considered a tourist?
 A. Bec moves to London permanently to work as a teacher.
 B. Callum spends a weekend with friends camping in a nearby national park.
 C. Hyun spends two weeks of the summer holidays with relatives in Sydney.
 D. Charlie spends three days at a yoga retreat in the country.

 2. Which of the following countries was not in the top ten destinations for tourist earnings in 2017?
 A. United States
 B. France
 C. Australia
 D. Mexico

 3. Identify the typical features of a backpacker’s travel plans. Select all that apply.
 A. Tight budget but willing to work
 B. Flexibility
 C. Uses superannuation to fund travel
 D. All of the above

 4. Which of the following countries was not in the top ten destinations for tourists in 2017?
 A. United States
 B. France
 C. Australia
 D. Mexico

 5. Which of the following countries was not in the top ten nations for spending on tourism in 2017?
 A. United States
 B. France
 C. Australia
 D. Mexico

 6. Why has international travel become more common? Select all reasons that apply.
 A. Faster travel times across long distances
 B. Fewer airlines on major tourist routes
 C. Lower prices for flights and tours
 D. More leg room in commercial plane cabins

 7. Which of the following are challenges faced by developing economies with growing tourist numbers? 
Select all that apply.

 A. Enforcing environmental protections
 B. Balancing local and tourist needs
 C. Keeping the profits in the local community
 D. All of the above

 8. Which country is the most common international destination for Australian tourists?
 A. New Zealand
 B. China
 C. Indonesia
 D. England

 9. What is the most common reason that tourists visit Australia?
 A. Business
 B. To visit family
 C. Holiday
 D. Education
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 10. Identify the hard sport tourism activities from this list.
 A. Travelling to the UK to watch the World Netball Cup finals
 B. Travelling to Aspen in the USA for a skiing holiday
 C. A rock-climbing holiday in the Grampians National Park in Victoria
 D. Hiring a mountain bike for a day of trail riding

Short answer

 11. If tourism does not significantly harm or change natural or cultural environments, does this mean it is 
environmentally sustainable? Explain.

 12. Consider this scenario.
A proposal has been put forward to rezone about 1155 hectares of land at Cape Leveque on the Dampier 
Peninsula, in order to expand tourism accommodation and facilities. The plans include a sealed road from 
Broome, a new airstrip and the development of 4- and 5-star resort-style accommodation. The resort will 
contain a large bistro/restaurant, self-contained accommodation, hotel accommodation and cabins.

 a. Describe a possible positive change and a possible negative change this may have on the environment.
 b. Write a letter to the editor expressing your views on the proposed changes and the consequences they 

might have for people and places.

 13. Describe one example of why it can be difficult to balance the needs of tourists and protect the 
environment.

 14. Discuss the reasons why someone might travel to Thailand for dental surgery.

 15. Which of the four types of tourist would be most likely to take a cruise-ship holiday? Give reasons for your 
answer.

 16. About 10 per cent of the global GDP is directly linked to tourism. Suggest strategies that countries might 
use to encourage the return of tourists after a natural disaster.

 17. Would you travel overseas for a medical procedure? Discuss the factors that would contribute to your 
decision.

 18. One of the key attractions of visiting Western Australia identified by interstate tourists is visiting vineyards.
 a. Suggest strategies for encouraging interstate tourists who might be interested in wine and food to travel 

beyond the wine-growing regions of the south-west and greater Perth areas.
 b. Explain the potential positive and negative impact of increased tourist numbers where you live. Consider 

the impact on the environment, the people, culture and businesses in the area.

 19. Outline the arguments for and against zoos.

 20. Explain why more Chinese tourists are travelling overseas for Chinese New Year.
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RESOURCE SUMMARY  Resources

This is a summary of the digital resources you will find online for Topic 16 to help support your learning and deepen 
your understanding. When you see these icons next to an image or paragraph, go to learnON to access video 
eLessons, interactivities, weblinks and other support material for this topic.

16.1 Overview

Video eLesson
 • Moving around (eles-1723)

16.2 The importance of tourism

eWorkbook
 • Reasons people travel (ewbk-5880)

Interactivity
 • Types of tourist destinations (int-5584)

Weblink
 • ABS – Covid-19 statistical insights

16.3 Global tourism

Interactivity 
 • Country of origin for tourists visiting Australia and 

destinations for Australian tourists (int-7930)

Weblink
 • United Nations World Tourism Organization

Google Earth
 • Kenya

myWorld Atlas
 • Investigate additional topics > Tourism > World tourism

16.4 Australian tourism

Interactivity 
 • Country of origin for tourists visiting Australia and 

destinations for Australian tourists (int-7930)

Weblinks
 • Tourism WA Visitor Statistics

myWorld Atlas
 • Investigate additional topics > Tourism > Tourism in 

Australia

16.5 The impacts of tourism

eWorkbook
 • Impacts of travel (ewbk-5883)

Interactivity 
 • Tourism trauma (int-3335)

16.6 Managing environmental impacts of 
tourism

eWorkbook
 • Sustainability and ecotourism (ewbk-5884)

Interactivities 
 • Sustainable sightseeing (int-3336)
 • An ideal ecotourism resort (int-5574)

myWorld Atlas
 • Investigate additional topics > Tourism > Kakadu 

National Park
 • Investigate additional topics > Managing 

environments > Wilsons Promontory
 • Investigate additional topics > Tourism > Ningaloo 

Reef and ecotourism

16.7 Cultural tourism

eWorkbook
 • Cultural tourism (ewbk-5882)

Weblinks
 • Thanksgiving
 • COVID-19 impact on Chinese New Year travel and 

tourism

16.8 Tourism and sport

eWorkbook
 • Sport, recreation and leisure (ewbk-5881)

myWorld Atlas
 • Investigate additional topics > Australia’s links with 

the world > Sport
 • Investigating Australian Curriculum topics >  

Year 9: Geographies of interconnections > The FIFA  
World Cup

Interactivity 
 • Are the Olympic Games worth gold? (int-3337)
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16.9 Thinking Big research project: Design 
a seven-day cruise adventure

ProjectsPLUS
 • Thinking Big research project: Design a seven-day 

cruise adventure (pro-0194)

16.10 Review

eWorkbook
 • Reflection (ewbk-5666)
 • Crossword (ewbk-5666)
 • Student learning matrix (ewbk-5659)

Interactivity
 • Tourists on the move crossword (int-7650)

To access these online resources, log on to www.jacplus.com.au.
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